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From the President
Hello everybody
Welcome to this month’s Viewpoint. Our current membership stands at 266 members with 5 new members joining our
club since beginning of May.

The Western Sydney Interclub was held at West Tradies Club
at Dharruk on 3rd May and I am pleased to announce that
CHRSLPC has won comfortably with 436 points. There was a
tie for second with Blacktown and Hawkesbury getting 403
points each. The detailed summary has been posted on our

getting the approval from the council and we would like to
seek your assistance in helping out in this event. If you are
keen to help out, please don’t hesitate to contact Chris Hind
or John Kilkeary during any of the club meet nights.
A couple of reminders for the various activities coming up
this month in our club. 1st June - Vivid Sydney outing, 4th
June - Adobe Workshop by Mark Galer, 18th June - Getting
to know your camera day, 19th June - Landscape SIG
meeting and 20th June - Portrait SIG meeting.

club’s website and reported in the Weekly Reminder. An AV

Lastly, I would like to welcome Paul Sweatman to our club’s

was produced to show the members the CHRSLPC prints and

management committee team as our Member Benefits Co-

digitals along with the scores. Note that next year it will be

ordinator. Besides being a keen photographer, Paul has

our turn to host this competition.

over 30 years’ experience in marketing and has held several

The FCC Topshot 2017 was held at Central Coast Leagues
Club on the Sunday 28th May. It was well attended by over
150 members from the NSW camera club communities. The
Topshot for this year went to Denise Perentine from the Central Coast Leagues Club Camera Club. Nevertheless, some our
club members have done exceptionally well in this competi-

senior marketing management roles in corporates prior to
his retirement. I’m confident that with Paul’s credentials,
our club will be able to secure more sponsors and bring in
more benefits to our club members.

Until next month, happy snapping!

tion namely Linda Wei (2nd and HC in Colour Digital, Maria
Brear (HC in Nature Digital), Karen O’ Connor (2nd in Creative
Digital, Monica Mulder (HC in Creative Digital), Jason Pang
(3rd in Australian Landscape Digital) and Barry Wilkins (HC in
Australian Landscape Digital). Congratulations to the above-

Regards
Jason Pang, FAPS
President

mentioned members and the club is very proud of you as our
member.
Still on the topic of competition, you may recall in April’s
Viewpoint edition, I have mentioned that we have applied to
host the photographic competition at this year’s Orange Blossom Festival at Castle Hill. We are in the final stages of
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(Bob) Cooks Corner
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Now we know ----- Bob is a Lexophiliac !
(Bob has a love for words) here are some winning examples
•

A thief who stole a calendar got twelve months.

•

The batteries were given out free of charge.

•

A dentist and a manicurist married. They fought tooth
and nail.

•

The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine is now
fully recovered.

•

He had a photographic memory which was never developed..

•

When she saw her first strands of grey hair she thought
she'd dye

•

Acupuncture is a jab well done. That's the point of it.

•

Those who get too big for their pants will
be totally exposed in the end.

Thank you to Bob Cook
Members Voting - Watsons Bay Outing
How to Find the Best ISO for Astrophotography:

39

44

Hello Readers

Upcoming in June 2017

64

I hope you enjoy this issue dedicated to Astrophotography.

Competition Night

68

About CHRSLPC

70

Dynamic Range and Noise - Ian Norman

Please send me an email and tell me what else you
would enjoy reading. That is the only way that you are
guaranteed to have what you want in your newsletter.
Cheers
Rosa
Rosa Doric
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
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May 2017 - Set Image of the Month - Digital
“D17 - 5” by Des Lye

Judge - David Miller
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May 2017 - Set Image of the Month - Print
“Despair” by Ken Ford

Judge - David Miller
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May 2017 - Open Image of the Month - Digital
“Mahon Pool” by Keith Mahoney

Judge - David Miller
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May 2017 - Open Image of the Month - Print
“Noel” by Patricia Schuemack

Judge - David Miller
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CHRSLPC PHOTOGRAPHY CO

ORANGE BLOSSO
CHRSL Photography Club members have contributed to the success of our Castle Hill Show
event over many years.
This year we are asking for volunteers to again assist with a number of tasks leading up to our

New Orange Blossom Festival 2017 exhibition.
From 14

th

September to 18th September 2017 we will certainly need volunteers to as-

sist with the setup, judging and pulldown (14,15,18 September) and general assistance over the
Exhibition weekend (16 <> 17 September) as we did during the Castle Hill Show of past years.

Chris Hind - 0407 774 422
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John Kilkeary - 0408 610 365
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OMPETITION AND EXHIBITION

OM FESTIVAL 2017
We ALSO have a special need for 2

more volunteers to join our sub-committee who can

assist in these two areas.
1.
2.

Firstly, maintaining and recording data on an Excel Spreadsheet.
Secondly, assistance with managing the competition duties such as, developing the
awards, venue layout, receipt of digital entries and related tasks.

Your involvement is only from now until we wrap up this years project after the September Exhibition.

All volunteers will be supported in these tasks by the project managers.
So please contact Chris or John for more information on sub-committee involvement, and, indeed, if you can assist our Club with the staging of this competition in September.
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Meet your committee...
Roger King
Please tell the readers something about your position in
the CHRSLPC committee;

CHRSLPC Vice President
RSL Sports Council, as we fit under
their banner.

I am ex-officio on the Competitions
committee and have recently
found out that I am the Convenor
How long have you been in the
of sub-committees and so the OrCHRSL Photography Club Comange Blossom Festival photogmittee as Member Benefits
raphy competition committee reI have been the Vice-President for ports to me.
almost two years. My tenure finishes in August.
How did you get into this role and
have you held other committee
Tell us a little about what your
positions?
role entails and what responsibiliIn my case I was asked to volunties as a Member Benefits Coorditeer for this role but understood I
nator are?
was being committed to six years
There are a number of facets to
on the committee serving the Club
this role.
and its members.
Firstly, I prepare a monthly report
on club operations, i.e. activities,
Obviously, it’s not the money so
training, competition results and
what do you find rewarding in this
lately SIG meetings for each Manrole?
agement Committee meeting. I
prepare quarterly reports for the Getting to know how the club operates, getting to know people on
Viewpoint - June 2017 - Issue No: 129

outings, using previously gained
technical skills to help the
meetings run well.

TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT YOURSELF AS A PHOTOGRAPHER;
Tell us about how you first ventured into photography.
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I have been taking photos since I
was in primary school in England.
At about 11 years of age I was processing B+W photos in my own
darkroom and enlarging 35mm
slides up to 6x4 enlargements with
a Box enlarger.
At the age of 13 we tried colour
slide processing with Ferraniacolor
Kits. Temperature control was all
important and the effects when
you got it wrong where catastrophic. We had a purple crazed
coating when the emulsion didn’t
dissolve properly.
What was your first camera, and
what do you use now
My first camera was a Kodak box
brownie at age 7 – I didn’t know
you only flicked the shutter
once…..
Also a number of Kodak Brownie
127 film cameras for school excursions. Having grown up with film
SLR cameras (Minolta SRT 101),
about 4 years ago I bought a Canon 5D MK III prior to a trip to Hong
Kong.
What would you like to achieve
with your photography?
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Shots that are pleasing to everybody, tell a story about what has
been taken and then win points in
club competitions
Tell us about how you first came
to CHRSL PC and what the club
means to you?

and why?
Not really, but I admire all these
photographers who come to speak
at our lecture nights and ‘WOW’
us with their images that I can only
aspire to attempt.

Do you have a photographic
When I bought my DSLR I rang a
‘moment/adventure’ you could
friend who had been a club mem- share?
ber and on his recommendation I Travelling through South Africa
started coming to meetings and
two years ago was an unforgettatraining days. I have found every- ble experience. The locations and
one to be friendly and willing to
the access to the animals were
share advice on composition, ac- amazing. A lot of people wouldn’t
cessories, locations and everything agree, but being part of a chase
else you ever wanted to know
and close to a ‘kill’ was exciting
about photography
and interesting and is ‘real’ life for
Are you drawn to one specific
genre of photography and can
you tell us why?

the fauna, both the ‘eator’ and the
‘eatee’.

One of the highlights for me was
Probably Landscapes at the mobeing in a hide close to a water
ment because of the Special Inter- hole and seeing the variety of aniest Groups (go for it Group 3) and mals and birds that came for the
accessibility, etc.
water.
Composition is an issue for me, so
portraiture can become a chalDo you have any other interests
lenge .
outside of photography?
I have a fairly complete Australia
Do you have a favourite photogra- decimal stamp collection which I
pher/s whose work you admire
enjoy building.
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I have enjoyed being a sound technician for a stage
show and had two round Australia and New Zealand
trips working in all the big venues - Sydney Opera
House, Sydney Town Hall, Dallas Brookes in Melbourne, Adelaide Festival Theatre, Perth Concert Hall
and Hobart Town Hall as well as eight venues across
both islands in New Zealand.

It takes time and then the baby wants a feed and then
you have spent twenty minutes composing a shot and
the baby poos on your background or your accessories!!!
Can you tell us one thing we don’t know about you?

I am a Queens Scout.
Have you had a special event that you have photographed and what made it stand out?
Shadowing a semi-professional baby photographer
and learning about the time it takes to get a baby
settled and composing the photos that families want
to enjoy.

Are there any comments you would like to add or anything else you would like to tell us about yourself?
I am looking for a Vice President to take the club forwards from August onwards;

- volunteers please form a queue!

Turrimetta Dawn
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Lorikeets
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“Travelling through South Africa two years ago , , ,

Brown Hooded Kingfisher
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, , , was an unforgettable experience.”

Lilac Breasted Roller
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“A lot of people wouldn’t agree, but being part of a chase

Prelude to a kill IR
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and close to a ‘kill’ was exciting and interesting and is ‘real’ life
for the fauna ,

Africa Lion Cub

both the ‘eator’ and the ‘eatee’.”
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Cheetahs feasting

Baby Hippo on Mothers Back
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“One of the highlights for me was being in a hide close to a water
hole , , ,

Botswana Carmine Breasted Bee-eater

, , , and seeing the variety of animals and birds that came for
the water.
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“learning about the time it takes to get a baby settled and composing
the photos that families want , , “

Miriam in Lace

“, , and then the baby wants a feed and then , , , the baby poos on
your background or your accessories”
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Sabrina

Article and images by Roger King
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Interesting Camera Facts

1. There are 12 Hasselblad cameras on the surface of the moon.
During that trip when the man first landed on the moon in 1969 on Apollo 11, they brought 12 Hasselblad cameras to
document their historic moon walk. They had to leave the Hasselblads behind to be able to carry the extra lunar rock
sample weight back to earth. I wonder if it was a hard choice; lunar rocks or Hasselblads. Personally I think they should’ve
taken that into consideration before going up into space.
Dumping Hasselblads is just painful.

2. The first digital camera was designed in December 1975 by Kodak.
The camera was designed by the engineer, Steve Sasson. And it weighed 8 pounds and recorded black and white pictures
at 0,01 megapixels.
Viewpoint - June 2017 - Issue No: 129
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Probably not even worth it to retouch a photo taken of yourself with this camera. It pretty much does the work for you.
Want to hide a few extra pounds or freckles? Take a photo at 0,01 pixels. Brilliant!

3. Cameras share a history with guns.
With the manufacturing of cameras in the early days, the Colt revolver mechanisms were categorically used as models for
some dry plate cameras. The design of cinema cameras was modelled after machine guns. “Freeze. Or I’ll shoot (with my
phone)” Uh oh cheeeeze.

4. The biggest SLR lens made to date is the Carl Zeiss Apo Sonnar T.*
It weighs 564 lb/256 kg and has a focal length of 1700mm. It was specifically designed to be used with a Hasselblad 6×6
medium format camera. The guy this was custom build for must’ve logged in some serious hours at his local gym prior and
have the arms of Popeye the Sailor Man.

5. The man with the largest collection of cameras is Dilish Parekh from Mumbai.
He has a collection of 4,425 antique cameras. He has collected them since 1977, and his oldest camera dates back to 1907.
Going to his house, must be like entering heaven for photographers, like a kid in a candy store. Also, seasonal cleaning
(every day basically) must be a hassle with all of those cameras. I wouldn’t want to be the one who does the dusting in
that house. Unless I got seriously paid.

6. The longest photographic negative measures just over 129 ft. in length and was created by Esteban
Pastorino Diaz on June 13. 2010.
He captured this negative on the major streets in Buenos Aires. The custom-built panoramic slit camera he used was
mounted to the roof of a car. Google map has nothing on this guy!

7. If you want to add a rare 1923 Leica O-series camera to your arsenal of cameras (and the bragging
rights which ensues), you better have some deep pockets.
That camera went for $2.8 million at an auction in Vienna, Austria in 2012. That is the single most expensive camera ever
sold in the world. Mind-blowing!

8. The birth of the snapshot was in 1900.
The simple and inexpensive Brownie camera was a cardbox with a wooden film carrier. It went for $ 1. The slogan was
“You push the button, we do the rest”. It was named after the wildly popular cartoon series by Palmer Cox. George Eastman scored some brownie points!
Viewpoint - June 2017 - Issue No: 129
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9. “View From The Window At Le Gras”, which was taken by photographer Nicéphore Niépce at his
property in France in 1826 (or 1827) , is the oldest surviving camera photograph.
The exposure time? Not more than at least 8 hours. Sure, everybody got time for that now.

10. The word camera derives from the Latin word, “camera obscura”, translated to “dark chamber”.
A box with mirrors led to the invention of one of the greatest inventions ever (very subjectively, of course).

11. Some fun (at least I thought so) photography slang.
Chimping:

When you look at your pictures on the back of the camera as soon as you’ve taken
them, usually accompanied by lots of “ooo- ooohh”-ings, that’s chimping.

Dust Bunnies:

The extremely annoying dots of sensor dust that show up in the same place in
photos after photos.

Spray and Pray:

Shooting tons of images without much attention (trigger happy), and hoping that
one will turn out.

RTFM:

A phrase which is used to yell at the people who ask multiple questions about their
camera functions on internet forums. RTFM stands for “Read The Friggin’ Manual”
(and yes, one of the words are censored, my mom might come across this blog).

12. It is estimated that the earth’s population has taken over 3.8 trillion photos.
Whoa. I wonder how many of those are duckfaced selfies. Every 2 minutes today we snap as many photos as the whole
of humanity took in the 1800s.
We have become a happy trigger group of humans. The number of mobile uploads a day to Instagram is proof of that.
60 million!! INSANE!

Article by INK321 - https://blog.ink361.com/2014/05/12-possibly-interesting-facts-about-the-camera-and/
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tscharke
10 tips to creating mind blowing milky way images
Luke Tscharke gives his top 10 tips for mind blowing milky

There are some websites like darksitefinder.com which you

way images.

can visit to assist you in finding the perfect spot away from

It’s an incredible experience standing under a clear night sky

light pollution.

and looking up at the stars. Being able to capture this awe

Once you’ve scouted out your dark sky location it is certainly

and wonder in a photograph is just as rewarding, and can

handy to pay a visit during the day. This will help you to pick

provide for some spectacular imagery which has a lot of dra-

your composition before you return in the dark, meaning you

ma and impact. I’ve written up my top 10 astrophotography

don’t have to trip and stumble your way around in the dark

tips to help you get out there and take beautiful crisp images

to work out where you should be pointing your camera!

of the milky way.

Key takeout: Find a location with low light pollution and
pay a visit before it gets dark

1

Planning your location is key

In order to capture clear images of the milky way it is im-

2

portant that the location doesn’t have much light pollution

Having your low light pollution location picked and scouted is

around. The camera will be adjusted so that it is very sensi-

great but there are some other factors which will determine

tive to light, and therefore you’ll find that the ambient light

the success of your milky way shoot.

present will wash out the stars. This will generally be worst
around large cities, and for that reason you may need to venture into the countryside to get a better view of the stars.
Viewpoint - June 2017 - Issue No: 129

Check the moon phase and milky way position

The moon can do just as much as light pollution to wash out
the sky, so you need to pick a time for your shoot when the
moon phase is favourable. For super dark skies pick a time
Page 26

around the new moon. Having a little bit of moonlight can

Once you have the location and the timing sorted you need

also be beneficial to naturally light the scene, so if the moon

to cross your fingers that the weather will play ball. In order

is up to 15% luminosity then it’s still worth a shoot. You can

to get a clear view of the milky way you’ll need a clear sky at

still capture the milky way in other moon phases, check the

night, and there are not many things more frustrating than a

moon-rise and moon-set times as the skies will be darker

huge bank of cloud moving in and ruining your shoot after all

after moon-set.

of your preparation.

Understanding where and when the milky way will be posi-

Apart from the standard weather apps like WillyWeather or

tioned in the sky is crucial to a successful shoot. Programs

Weatherzone, you can check the forecast conditions for your

like PhotoPillls (iOS/Android), Plan it for Photographers (iOS/

shoot using websites like skippysky.com.au or cloudfree-

Android), The Photographers Ephemeris (iOS, Android, desk-

night.com. If the shoot is to happen within the next few

top) and Stellarium (desktop) are incredibly useful to under-

hours I also find that the high resolution imagery of the Bu-

standing where and what time the milky way will be posi-

reau of Meteorology Satellite viewer at satview.bom.gov.au

tioned relative to your subject. I personally use the augment-

can be quite useful to understand cloud movements in the

ed reality mode in PhotoPills to plan the milky way position

area around you.

for my shoots.

When checking the weather make note of the temperature

The galactic core of the milky way changes position in the sky

as it can drop surprisingly low in the early hours of the morn-

depending on the time of year. In early January it is visible on

ing. It’s always a good idea to take an extra layer of insulation

the eastern horizon for only a brief period in the early morn-

just in case.

ing before the rising sun washes out the sky. By the months

The dewpoint is also another parameter worth being familiar

of May and June the milky way rises over the eastern horizon

with. If the dewpoint is above the temperature of the lens

just after sunset, enabling amazing shots of it hanging over

than condensation will begin to form on the equipment. A

the ocean in the eastern states. Towards August and Septem-

common solution to this issue is to strap an activated hand

ber the galactic core becomes visible in the western sky as a

warmer to the lens using a rubber band. This can do a great

large arc in the evening. Eventually by late November the ga-

job in raising the temperature of the lens just enough so that

lactic core is only visible as a small sliver on the horizon in the

it goes above the dewpoint and prevents condensation from

western sky after sunset, before it is not visible again until

forming. For this reason it’s very handy to also have some

January.

hand warmers and rubber bands in your bag!

Understanding the time of year versus the milky way position

Key takeout: cloud is your enemy, check conditions before

will help you set up your shots for success.

you head out

Key takeout: Use a program or app like PhotoPills to check
the moon phase and milky way position for your location.

3

Pick the weather
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Understand your camera’s low light
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performance
The milky way can be captured on most digital cameras these

5

days as digital sensor technology improves. In astrophotog-

As the shutter of the camera will be open for a long time dur-

raphy we set the camera to be as sensitive to light as possible

ing the exposure, ensure your tripod is sturdy and will not in-

so the sensor can pick up the faint light of the stars. However,

duce camera movements. This is particularly important if you

some cameras will perform better than others as not all sen-

are shooting star trails as subtle movements of the tripod can

sors are created equal.

be a nightmare to correct in post processing.

We generally set the camera to the highest ISO value possible

A shutter release cable or similar will be very handy if you

that produces usable images based on the amount of noise in

need to use bulb mode. Most cameras have 30 seconds as the

the image. Therefore, if a camera can handle noise better a

longest exposure time and if you need to go beyond this you

higher ISO value can be selected and therefore more detail

will have to use bulb mode.

can be captured in the scene.

Keep it stable

To capture the stars without trails you may find 30 seconds is
I use a Sony A7S camera for my astrophotography which has a

sufficient, and therefore a shutter release cable may not be

remarkable sensitivity to light (the ‘S’ in the model name

required.

stands for sensitivity). It allows me to photograph my images
as high as ISO 12800 with acceptable results. This camera has

Key takeout: Use a sturdy tripod and camera remote

a full frame sensor which is only 12 megapixels, meaning that
the photosites on the sensor are much larger than higher resolution cameras. If you think of a camera sensor as millions of

6

Select the right lens

little light cavities or ‘buckets’ then you’ll appreciate the big-

Wide angle lenses are generally best for astrophotography as

ger these buckets are, the lighter they will be able to capture.

they fit more of the sky in the frame. The Samyang 14mm

Other cameras such as the Canon 6D also have great high ISO
performance as well. If you are not sure of the best ISO value

f/2.8 is great value is quite popular for astrophotography, I
use it for most of my night images.

a common starting point is ISO 3200, and from there you can

Another advantage of wide angle lenses is that they allow

adjust it up or down depending on the amount of noise you

longer exposures before star trailing is evident in the frame.

encounter.

When you use a lens with a longer focal length the stars are

Other techniques like median stacking can help to alleviate
noise and can allow you to shoot at higher ISO values. With

comparatively larger in the frame, and consequently the star
movement will be more noticeable earlier into your exposure.

this technique multiple identical frames are captured in the

Use the widest aperture of your lens to allow as much light

field and then merged together in Photoshop using an algo-

into the sensor as possible. Lenses with maximum apertures

rithm that averages out the noise across all of the frames.

of f/2.8 are popular in astrophotography for this reason.

Key takeout: Set camera to ISO 3200 and adjust accordingly

Using a lens with a maximum aperture of f/4.0 is also possible

Viewpoint - June 2017 - Issue No: 129
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but you will likely have to increase the ISO setting of the cam-

Trial and error may be required to get it right, don’t forget to

era, which will then result in more noise in your image. Some

review your images after they are captured to confirm they

lenses are not very sharp at their widest aperture so you may

are in focus and readjust if required.

find you need to stop down slightly to get the sharpness back.

It’s a lot better to check it in the field and get it right than get

One last tip is to ensure your lenses are clean before you

home and look at a lightroom window of soft images, I may

head out on your night trip. Lenses are very hard to clean in

be speaking from experience here.

the dark! Oh and try zooming your lens out slowly during a

Key takeout: focus to infinity, back off slightly, review to

long exposure, it can create a dramatic star burst effect.

confirm focus

Key takeout: Use a wide angle lens and set it to the widest
aperture

8
7

Focus in the dark

Get your exposure right

Selecting the shutter speed/exposure time depends on some
of the factors outlined previously. The key is to know your

Obtaining critical focus in the dark can be a tricky business.

focal length as this will determine your maximum shutter

It will be so dark that the autofocus system on the camera will

speed in order to avoid star trailing and keep that milky way

not be able to pick anything up to focus on, so you need to

crisp.

switch your lens to manual focus. From here we can set the

As a general rule, dividing 500 by the focal length of the lens

focus distance of the lens to infinity, as the stars are essential-

(full frame equivalent) will determine this maximum shutter

ly an infinite distance away. Just make note that this may ren-

speed. For example 500/24mm = 21 sec, and therefore for a

der your foreground out of focus if it is close to your camera,

24mm lens on a full frame camera the maximum exposure

especially as we are often shooting at f/2.8, so it may be a

time to avoid star trails would be around 21 seconds. This

good idea to back off from infinity slightly. This is another ad-

does depend on the resolution of the camera and I tend to

vantage of working with wide angle lenses as the depth of

find myself using more of a 400 rule for the 42 megapixel sen-

field is the longest, and most of the scene will be in sharp

sor of my A7RII.

even at f/2.8 if focused correctly.

A good starting point is 30 second exposures. You can review

To obtain infinity focus you can simply select this value using

the image after capture, zooming in to 100% and check for

the focus distance scale on the lens, however beware that

trailing, and adjust if necessary.

some lenses are not calibrated very well and therefore it’s

If your frame is too dark you can bump up the ISO keeping in

best to test if infinity really is infinity during a daytime shoot.

mind the high ISO performance of the camera. If the frame is

Other methods involve focusing on the moon or a bright ob-

too bright, a nice problem to have, you can drop the ISO value

ject in the distance or zooming into 100% in liveview and fo-

or stop down the aperture. If your lens performs well wide

cusing on the stars themselves.

open it’s probably best to drop the ISO first to reduce the
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noise in the frame.

Post processing can improve the shot a lot. Good noise re-

Key takeout: Use the 500 rule to determine your shutter

duction software like Nik Define will help to remove the noise

speed, review and confirm

which results from the high ISO values. You can also increase
the black level and contrast to bring out the sky and make

9

Stay safe

the stars pop. Median stacking is a great technique to use to
remove noise from a stack of images. The clarity and dehaze

Always wear appropriate footwear for the location. Know the

sliders in Adobe Lightroom and Adobe Camera Raw can have

tides and swell if you are shooting near the ocean and adjust

a big impact in bringing more detail out in the sky, but don’t

your plans accordingly. Try not to go to risky places alone and

overdo it!

take a Personal Locator Beacon when you do. Let someone
know where you are going and when you’ll be back. Pack extra layers as it can get very cold late at night and in the early

Key takeout: post processing can dramatically improve your
astrophotography but don’t overdo it!

morning. Keep your head torch charged or take spare batter-

Luke Tscharke runs group astrophotography workshops to

ies.

locations like Uluru and Narooma. These are currently sold

Key takeout: stay safe!

out but Capertree and Quirindi are still available - see below.
Visit - http://shootforthestars.info for more details or
Email - hello@shootforthestars.info

10

Post process

Shoot for the Stars - Capertee

Shoot for the Stars - Quirindi

25 <> 27th August 2017

14 <> 17th September 2017
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Barrenjoey 1
You don’t have to leave the city limits of Sydney in order to capture the Milky Way. Barrenjoey Headland offers spectacular viewing and I
had a super clear evening on this visit. The milky way lined up very well with the lighthouse creating this stunning composition.
Sony A7S, Canon 17mm TS-E Tilt Shift, 15 seconds @ f/4, ISO 12800, tripod
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Big Bang - Uluru composite
This image is a composite of two frames, the top part being long exposure zoom on the milky way and the bottom part being a selfportrait taken in front of the zodiacal light near Uluru. I wanted to create a dramatic scene and nothing would be more dramatic than an
exploding galaxy!
Sony A7S, Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8 II and Samyang 14mm f/2.8, both 25 sec @f/2.8, ISO 8000, tripod.
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Crescent Moon over Mt Banks
I got up very early in the morning on a camping trip in March to photograph the moon rising over Mount Banks in the Blue Mountains.
Luckily there was a beautiful cloud inversion in the Grose Valley and the moon wasn’t so strong that it washed out the milky way.
Sony A7RII, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 20 seconds @ f/2.8, ISO 2500, tripod, median stacked in Adobe Photoshop.
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Kosciuszko NP
It was so cold when I was taking this photo that my breath was freezing onto the front of the lens. I had to hold my breath each time I
pressed the shutter button to capture a clear image. My friends patiently waited, looking towards the milky way with their breath being
illuminated by the beams of their head torches.
Sony A7S, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 20 sec @f/2.8, ISO 16000, tripod.
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Breeza.
The Superman barn out in the rural NSW locality of Breeza is a stunning sight against the plains of the area. We received permission from
the owners to photograph the stars there and we were treated to a great display of the zodiacal light before sunrise. This image was taken
in the second week of January showing that the milky way can be photographed quite early in the year if you’re prepared for the 3am
wake up!
Sony A7S, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 25 sec @f/2.8, ISO 8000, tripod.
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Warrumbungles NP
The Warrumbungles area in New South Wales is now designated as a dark sky reserve, and has wonderfully dark skies. On a walk back
during the night from grand high tops I noticed these fire-ravaged trees pointing back towards the imposing figure of Belougery Spire, with
the galactic core of the milky way behind.
Sony A7S, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 25 sec @f/2.8, ISO 6400, tripod.
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Royal NP
After having seen this lonely palm tree in the past I thought it would make a great astrophotography subject. After some careful planning
we make the 30 minute walk into the location in the dark and waited for the milky way to get into the ideal position for the composition.
Sony A7RII, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 20 sec @f/2.8, ISO 3200, tripod.
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Vanuatu 2
On the island of Tanna in Vanuatu we had clear skies on one evening so we set about planning when the best time would be to capture the milky way.
We got up very early in the morning and headed down to a long jetty down by the ocean. The galactic core lined up perfectly with the structure and we
photographed at the location until the rising sun washed out the sky.
Sony A7S, Samyang 14mm f/2.8, 30 sec @f/2.8, ISO 2000, tripod.
Viewpoint - June 2017 - Issue No: 129
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Members Voting Result

Watson Bay Social Outing
Despite the predicted weather this turned out to be a good day out, while Sydney was mainly blanketed with wind and rain, we
were fortunate enough to stay dry all day. However the condition gave some very atmospheric conditions for photography.
We were also privileged to be given access to the Marine Rescue Radio Tower, this was arranged by our Club member David
Hand, BIG thanks David. Very interesting visit with a great history looking after the Port of Sydney.
The members voting gave some interesting images with Alan Taylor receiving both First AND Second awards, great images
Alan.
(below) “Misty Macquarie” by Alan Taylor
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(below) - John Tibben also received equal second with his image “Evening Sky over Sydney”
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(top left) “Old Tide Shed” by Alan Taylor

Other images in order of award were;

(right) “A day at the beach” by
Colin Beadell

(below) “Surreal light” by Tom Brassil
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(below) “Making Headway” by Tom Brassil
(below) “Protecting Sydney Harbour” by John Tibben

(below) “City view” by Colin Beadell
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(above) “City From Camp Cove” by Greg Worner

(below) “South Head Lookout” by Greg Worner

Some great images particularly given the days conditions
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ISO is one of the three major exposure settings in the exposure triangle of a digital camera. Of the three:
shutter time, f/number, and ISO, it is ISO that is probably most misunderstood. Even more so than f/number.
In fact, it is a common misconception that higher ISO settings will cause images to be noisier. In fact, the opposite is often true. Wait, what?
That’s right, higher ISO settings alone do not increase image noise and higher ISOs can even be beneficial to
low-light photography. In this post, I talk about the craziness surrounding ISO settings, how ISO actually
affects exposure and how to find the optimal ISO setting on your camera for astrophotography.
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Introduction
This article is the first of three articles in the Astrophotography 101 course about optimizing exposure. Futures articles on shutter time and aperture f/number will follow. Learning how to optimize exposure settings
is one of the most helpful skills when attempting astrophotography. “What exposure settings should I use?”
is probably the most common question I get. For beginners who are new at trying astrophotography with
their regular digital camera and lens, I usually recommend starting with my Milky Way Exposure Calculator.
That calculator will provide an excellent starting point when making your first attempts at shooting the night
sky.
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Once you’re comfortable making your first exposures, the next thing I recommend learning about exposure
is how to optimize your ISO setting. That’s what this article is all about. To begin, here are a couple of glossary items that will hopefully help:

ISO
In digital photography, ISO is a standard (specifically ISO 12232:2006) for exposure brightness developed by
the the International Standards Organization (ISO). Different camera sensor models have different sensitivities so we need some way to correlate them so like exposures yield like brightnesses. Some people pronounce each letter (aɪ-es-o) but I think it’s easier to just say it like a word (aɪso).

Signal
Signal is the part of the photograph that we want. Light is signal. Signal is the image. Without the signal
(without light), we can have no image. The more light that we can gather, the more signal we have. In general, the more signal, the higher the quality of the photo.

Noise
Noise is the part of the photograph that we do not want. Noise is interference appearing as speckled grain

that obscures the signal and thus the details of the photograph. Noise is usually generated by heat or imperfections in the behaviour of the electronics of our digital cameras. Some noise is random with every shot
(shot noise) and some noise is produced consistently by the camera’s sensor (upstream read noise) or produced by the electronics after the sensor’s signal has been amplified (downstream read noise). In general,
the more noise, the lower the quality of the photo.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The ratio of signal to noise in an image. The higher the signal-to-noise ratio, the higher the quality of the image. More light = more signal = good. More noise = bad. Collecting more light is the best way to increase signal-to-noise ratio.
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Higher signal-to-noise ratio is the best way to improve image quality. Sony a7S, 55mm f/1.8 @ f/2.8, 48x5s, PP7, ISO 12800

Dynamic Range
The full range of light of a scene, from the darkest darks to the brightest brights. A high dynamic range scene
has extremely bright highlights (such as the sun) and extremely dark darks (such as a fully shadowed black
rock). A low dynamic range scene has relatively uniform light across the scene where the brightest parts of
the image are not much brighter than the darkest parts of the image. Cameras only capture a limited dynamic range of light. If the dynamic range of a scene is high enough, anything outside the range of the camera’s
sensor will either be blown out to pure white (in the case of very bright areas) or crushed to pure black (in
the case of very dark areas). In general, a camera sensor capable of capturing a higher dynamic range of light
is more desirable.
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A disclaimer: I’m an engineer, but I’m formally and primarily trained in mechanical engineering. I have some relevant experience, but electrical and computer engineering isn’t my main mode of expertise. My intention with this article is to simplify
these concepts in a way that hopefully makes sense to a larger, non-technical audience. If you’re familiar with this topic and
you see any glaring mistakes in this article, please feel free to let me know.

Also, all of the points made in this article apply to RAW image files. It’s very important to shoot astrophotos
in RAW format to preserve the best data collected by the sensor. Don’t start complaining when you try any
of the tests in this article on your JPEGs. Also, much of the benefit of optimizing ISO selection applies primarily to low-light shooting (like astrophotography) where we have a relatively small amount of signal competing with the various noise sources that encroach upon our photographs.

ISO is Amplification or Gain
It’s a (very) common misconception that increasing ISO increases the sensitivity of a camera sensor. ISO
doesn’t change sensitivity. Increasing ISO simply increases the brightness of a photo by amplifying the sensor
signal. In the electronics world, amplification is sometimes called “gain.” Like we can “gain” weight if we increase our eating, we can “gain” brightness if we increase our ISO.

ISO doesn’t change sensitivity.
ISO in no way affects how much signal (light) the camera can collect. If we actually want more sensitivity
with a camera, we need to either increase shutter time or aperture size (lower the f/number).

Higher ISOs Don’t Increase Noise
OK, to the main point: Higher ISOs won’t increase the visible noise in a photo.
Read that again, realize that it contradicts what you probably think you know about ISO and then let me
elaborate:
All other things being equal, a higher ISO will do the following:
•

A higher ISO will increase the brightness of an image

•

A higher ISO will decrease the total dynamic range of the image

•

And, in many cases (like astrophotography), a higher ISO will actually decrease the visible noise
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OK, I know what you’re thinking: “How come when I use a higher ISO, I get more noise?!” Here’s why:
For most imaging situations, photographers will usually use P (Program), A/Av (Aperture Priority/Aperture
Variable), or S/Tv (Shutter Priority/Time Variable) modes on their camera. In these exposure modes, using a
higher ISO setting will result in an image with more relative noise. What most people don’t realize is that the
increase in noise is not because of the increase in ISO. The increase in relative noise when using a higher ISO
in an automatic exposure mode (like P, A/Av or S/Tv) is actually due to the reciprocal decrease in shutter time
or the decrease in aperture size as a result of using an automatic exposure mode. Most people are misattributing the increase in noise to the ISO when it’s actually caused by lower signal-to-noise ratio due to the
shutter or aperture.
When setting a higher ISO on one of these auto exposure modes, the camera tries to achieve a neutral exposure and compensates for the increase in ISO by decreasing the amount of light entering camera. This reduction in light is done automatically by the camera by either decreasing the time the shutter is open (when in
A/Av mode) or by using a higher f/number and thus decreasing size of the lens aperture diaphragm and
letting in less light at a time (when in S/Tv mode), or by a combination of both (when in P mode).
So a reduction of light by the shutter or the aperture is the reason that the image appears noisier. It’s not
noisier because of the higher ISO. This reduction of light is a reduction of signal and a reduction of signal
yields an overall lower signal-to-noise ratio and thus a noisier photo.

How Do Shutter, Aperture and ISO Affect Noise?
A simple comparison test can show that relative noise levels are primarily affected by shutter and aperture
and not affected nearly as much by ISO. In these tests, all settings are kept identical except the one that we
wish to test which is adjusted by two stops. Then, in post processing, the images are equalized in brightness
and compared.
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Here’s what one of my complete test image looks like. It’s a RAW shot of Orion from a city suburb, made on
a Sony a7S (my review) with the Zeiss 55mm/1.8 (also my review) lens:

Constellation Orion, Sony a7S, 55mm

View this “test crop” and its variances in full detail in the next 3 images/pages.
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How Shutter Time Affects Noise
•

8s, f/2.8, ISO 3200

•

4s, f/2.8, ISO 3200 (+1 stop in post)

•

2s, f/2.8, ISO 3200 (+2 stops in post)

How Shutter Time Affects Noise – Sony a7S, 55mm, f/2.8, ISO 3200

Conclusion: shorter shutter time = less signal-to-noise ratio = noisier photo.
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How Aperture (f/number) Affects Noise
•

8s, f/2.8, ISO 3200

•

4s, f/2.8, ISO 3200 (+1 stop in post)

•

2s, f/2.8, ISO 3200 (+2 stops in post)

How Aperture (f/number) Affects Noise – Sony a7S, 55mm, 8s, ISO 3200

Conclusion: shorter shutter time = less signal-to-noise ratio = noisier photo.
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How ISO Affects Noise
•

8s, f/2.8, ISO 3200

•

8s, f/2.8, ISO 6400 (-1 stop in post)

•

8s, f/2.8, ISO 12800 (-2 stops in post)

How ISO Affects Noise – Sony a7S, 55mm, f/2.8, 8s

Conclusion: higher ISO ≠ more relative noise.
So of the three tests on my Sony a7S, shutter speed and aperture very obviously directly affect the apparent
levels of noise in the photograph while ISO has nearly no effect. This is completely contrary to what many
people would expect when they think about higher ISO.
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In low-light photography, there is one aspect of ISO that can greatly affect the amount of perceived noise for
any given ISO setting: downstream electronic noise. Let’s see how different types of cameras can be affected
by downstream electronic noise.

ISO-Invariance and Downstream Electronic Noise
There are variations from sensor to sensor and camera model to camera model in how ISO affects low-light
images. Understanding how your camera sensor behaves can help you find the optimal ISO setting for astrophotography. There are two fairly common configurations that we see in most modern digital cameras so we
can split most cameras into one of two camps, ISO-variant and ISO-invariant.

ISO-Variant Cameras
Cameras use varied levels of analog amplification to adjust ISO. In a simplification of this case, the amplifier
boosts the electronic voltage readout from the sensor by 2x for each ISO: 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 and so
on. Higher ISO means more amplification of the sensor output data.
After the sensor data is amplified by the ISO, it’s sent through some (downstream) electronics (such as an
analog to digital convertor) to ultimately change our data from voltages into a digital file of numbers that’s
readable by a computer. One of the distinct characteristics with ISO-variant cameras is higher contribution of
noise from these downstream electronics.
If there is relatively little signal to begin with (e.g. in low-light situations), the lower ISO settings might not
apply enough amplification for the voltages of the sensor data to overcome the contribution of electronic
noise made by the downstream electronics. That means that in low-light situations like astrophotography,
ISO-variant cameras will actually show more noise at low ISO settings and less noise at higher ISO settings.
The Canon EOS 6D, still one of my favourite choices for a DSLR for astrophotography, is highly ISO-variant and
actually shows its best low-light noise performance at ISO 6400 and higher!
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The Canon EOS 6D is highly ISO-variant and achieves its best low-light noise performance at ISO 6400 and higher.

Most Canon DSLRs are highly ISO-variant. There are a few exceptions to the Canon line-up that are not as ISO
-variant including the new Canon EOS 5D Mark IV and the Canon EOS 80D.
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ISO-Invariant Cameras
ISO-Invariant cameras have lower downstream read noise such that in low-light shooting conditions, the signal to noise ratio stays more constant as ISO settings change. In a simplification of this case, the sensor data
is already amplified above the minimal contribution of downstream read noise sources before being converted to a digital signal. The result is a camera with low ISOs that tend to have less shadow noise and less of a
variation between ISO settings. Most of these types of cameras are considered relatively ISOless or ISOinvariant. One camera that shows a great example of ISO-invariance is the Fujifilm X-T1. An example of the XT1’s ISO-invariance test is available at the end of the article.

Modern digital cameras made by Sony and Fujifilm tend to be relatively ISO-invariant.
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Notes and Exceptions
Okay, it’s not all black and white: many ISO-variant cameras eventually act like an ISO-invariant camera
above a certain high ISO setting. Above some threshold ISO, these cameras fully overcome their noisy downstream electronics and show minimal difference in signal-to-noise ratio with higher ISOs. Most Canon cameras act this way above about ISO 1600. Knowing what that threshold ISO setting is can help us achieve the
best low-light performance.
Similarly, many ISO-invariant cameras may have one or two distinct jumps in gain that will affect the overall
read noise contribution to the image. In this case, there may still be a threshold ISO above which it is beneficial to shoot in low-light conditions. The Sony a7S acts this way with changes from approximately ISO 100 to
200 and 1600 to 3200. The Sony a7S’s best low-light performance is actually around ISO 3200 and above.
Otherwise, the differences between ISO settings in low-light conditions on the a7S is relatively minimal.
Ultimately, both configurations achieve the same goal of brightening the photo to correspond with the particular ISO setting but the end result can be quite different, especially when shooting in low-light scenarios.
ISO-invariance is a distinct enough trait in the behaviour of a camera that dpreview.com has added an ISOinvariance test to most of their latest camera reviews. I personally think it’s very helpful to know how a camera acts in order to find out where it will perform best in low-light photography.

ISO vs. Dynamic Range
One of the distinct negative aspects of using too high of an ISO is reduced dynamic range. The more that we
amplify the data that makes up a digital image, the more that we risk brightening it so much that it blows
out the brightest parts of the image to pure white and loses detail in those parts of the image.
In the dynamic range test below, I made exposures of the star Antares at the highest ISO settings of my Sony
a7S using the same exposure settings and varying only the ISO. As the ISO increases, the star appears to get
larger because it’s being gradually more and more overexposed with each higher ISO. In practice, with the
Sony a7S, the reduction in dynamic range doesn’t become too much of an issue until about ISO 51200 and
higher but the difference in each stop is still apparent.
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As a side-note, notice how similar most of the ISO settings between 1600 and 204800 look to each other in
terms of noise, especially relative to the Canon EOS 6D sample above. The Sony a7S is a fairly, although not
completely, ISO-invariant camera.

ISO Dynamic Range Test on the Star Antares – Sony a7S, 50mm, f/2.8, 8s

In my experience, except for the brightest stars, blowing out any part of an astrophoto to the point where
we’re losing a lot of data is very, very rare. The bigger risk of using too high of an ISO in landscape astrophotography occurs when there is a larger, brighter (usually artificial) light source in view of the shot such as a
street lamp, light pollution from a nearby town or your buddy’s headlamp.
Since we lose a little bit of highlight data with each higher ISO, choosing the optimal ISO for astrophotography is a little bit of balancing act between using a higher ISO for better noise performance (especially in
the case of an ISO-variant sensor) or a lower ISO for better dynamic range.

Finding the Optimal ISO for Astrophotography: The ISO-Invariance
Test
Stand back, we’re going to try science! In order to find the best ISO to use for astrophotography, I recom-

mend doing an ISO-invariance test. Most of the samples shown in this article up to this point were made
with an ISO-invariance test. It’s a super easy test to run: all we need to do is to take about 7-10 RAW photographs, one at each whole-stop ISO and then we match the exposure brightnesses in post processing. This
test is easier to perform in a low-light scenario so I recommend doing this test outdoors at night or in a dimly
lit room. Maybe make it an astrophotography trip.
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If you’re performing this test while shooting the dark night sky, use my Milky Exposure Calculator to determine the shutter time and aperture setting. If doing the test in a dimly lit room, first use your camera’s (P)
Program exposure mode at ISO 3200 to determine your shutter time and f/number.

Example: Canon EOS 700D
For my example, I’ll be testing out the Canon EOS 700D/T5i. Here’s a summary of the test:
•

Shoot in dark conditions: a dimly lit room or outdoors at night

•

Shoot in RAW file format!

•

Use (M) manual exposure mode

•

Set “daylight” white balance (just so it doesn’t drift)

•

Disable all forms of noise reduction (Long Exposure NR, High ISO NR)

•

Shoot one exposure at each whole stop ISO (100, 200, 400, 800, etc.)

•

Keep all other settings the same, change only ISO

•

Match exposures in post processing and compare

For my test on the T5i, here’s what the complete images looked like with the crop of the test area highlighted. I cropped the results of the test to a small area that included some midtones and some shadows.

ISO Comparison – Canon EOS T5i / 700D, 18mm, f/3.5, 25s
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For my test on the T5i, here’s what the complete images looked like with the crop of the test area highlighted. I cropped the results of the test to a small area that included some midtones and some shadows.

Straight out of the camera, the crops of the RAWs looked like this:

View this “test crop” and its variances in full detail in the next 2 images/pages.
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In terms of noise, this comparison is deceiving because the brightnesses don’t match between exposures. In
order to level the playing field, we need to match the brightnesses. To do so, I used Exposure adjustment
slider in Adobe Lightroom to match all of the exposure brightnesses to the ISO 3200 exposure. The ISO 100
image was pushed all the way to the max +5EV setting on the Exposure slider, the ISO 200 +4EV, the ISO400,
+3EV and so on…

Here’s the complete summary of how we match all the exposure brightnesses in Adobe Lightroom.
•

ISO 100 gets pushed +5EV

•

ISO 200 gets pushed +4EV

•

ISO 400 gets pushed +3EV

•

ISO 800 gets pushed +2EV

•

ISO 1600 gets pushed +1EV slider

•

ISO 3200 has no adjustments made

•

ISO 6400 gets pulled -1EV

Another way to do this in Adobe Lightroom is to select all of the exposures, then highlight the ISO 3200 exposure and select Photo > Develop Settings > Match Total Exposures or press Command+Option+Shift+M
(Ctrl+Alt+Shift+M).
Once equalized, here’s what the exposures look like:

ISO-Invariance Test – Canon EOS 700D / T5i
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Upon comparison of the exposures, it’s immediately apparent that the Canon EOS 700D/T5i is not completely ISO-invariant. It appears as if that the camera reaches its best low-light performance at ISO 1600 and higher. ISO 1600, 3200 and 6400 look almost identical meaning that the 700D might be ISO-invariant from ISO
1600 upwards. Below ISO 1600 is a different story: As the ISO lowers, image quality degrades until the point
of being nearly unusable at ISO 100. In order to preserve some dynamic range, but still get the best low-light
performance on the 700D, it’s clear from the results of the test that ISO 1600 is the optimal setting.

Example: Fujifilm X-T1
Just for comparison, I ran a separate ISO-invariance test on my Fujifilm X-T1, this time at 30 seconds and an
aperture of f/2.8. The results are distinctly different from the Canon.

ISO-Invariance Test – Fujifilm X-T1

The difference is that there is no difference… between the ISO 200 setting (the lowest it goes on the X-T1)
and the ISO 6400 setting, noise levels are identical. This means that the Fujifilm X-T1 is completely ISOinvariant. The noise levels across the ISO range don’t change in the slightest. This means that it doesn’t really
matter which ISO you use on the Fujifilm X-T1 and the optimal setting might even be ISO 200 in order to preserve dynamic range.

That said, there’s also a little bit of impracticality if attempting to shoot astrophoto at ISO 200 as the image
preview on the back of the camera would be very dark and evaluation of other important factors like focus
and composition would be difficult at ISO 200. Luckily, we’re usually not risking too much dynamic range by
bumping ISO up to a moderately high level, assuming there are no bright artificial light sources in the photo.
So using ISO a slightly higher ISO might be the more practical choice, keeping in mind our tolerance for reduced dynamic range.
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Conclusion
Contrary to popular belief, higher ISOs don’t create more noise and using a higher ISO can actually be beneficial when shooting in low-light scenarios, especially on cameras with ISO-variant sensors. Run an ISOinvariance test on your camera to determine the best ISO setting to use when shooting astrophotography.
ISO behaviour varies from camera model to camera model and testing out each ISO setting can help determine the best ISO to use for the best noise performance in your astrophotography.
It’s important to understand that ISO-variance or invariance doesn’t necessarily make a camera better or
worse at low-light, it’s just different. Knowing how a camera behaves is an important step to achieving the
best image quality.
More and more cameras manufacturers tend to be making their cameras more and more ISO-invariant, as
they develop sensor technology with reduced downstream read noise and improved dynamic range at low
ISO settings.
“Do you know which ISO on your camera gives the best low-light performance? Do a test to find out!”
Bio - Ian Norman, co-founder and creator of The Photon Collective and Lonely Speck. Ian
previously worked as a design engineer at SpaceX to develop structural hardware and electro mechanical systems on Dragon, the first commercial spacecraft to travel to the International Space Station. In February 2013, Ian called it quits on his 9 -to-5 and as an entrepreneur now pursues a lifestyle of photography and other dream projects.
This article/images is re-published with the approval of Ian Norman under CC BY-NC-SA.4.0.

Ian Norman (Lonely Speck)
http://www.lonelyspeck.com
Blogger, Photographer at lonelyspeck.com

Lives in Los Angeles, CA
Original article dated - 17 March 2017
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Tuesday 6th June 2017 - Lecture Night
Dario Gardiman - Contrasts
Dario Gardiman is a commercial and magazine photographer with a career spanning over 20 years.
Over the years he has worked extensively with numerous publishing houses and blue chip international companies.
With no favourite genre, he enjoy shooting everything, with a preference for environmental portraits and still
life. Dario believes each project is unique and presents itself with new challenges and problem-solving skills.
For the past 5 years he has enjoyed teaching photography at Ultimo TAFE. In Dario's’ words “I can think of
nothing better than to pass on my skills to the next generation”.

Tonight he will direct his lecture towards discussing ‘Contrasts’ in images.
(This lecture may help you with this months competition entries).

Dario is sponsored by BenQ Australia.
http://creative.benq.com.au/SW2700PT-BenQ
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Tuesday 13th June 2017 - Workshop Night
Les Harvey & Bob Cook - Flash Photography
Bob Cook and Les Harvey will present a workshop on flash photography.

Topics covered will include:


History



Defining Flash



Camera Settings



Flash Settings



On/Off Camera Flash



Camera-to-Flash Communications



Flash Triggers



Light Modifiers
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Special Interest Groups
Monday 19th June 2017 - Landscape SIG meeting
Jason Pang
Landscape SIG Coordinator
Email: jason@jasonpangphotography.com

Time: 7.30pm
Venue: Gallery Room

Tuesday 20th June 2017 - Portraiture SIG meeting
Koen Van den Beld
Portrait SIG Coordinator
Email: vk2zha@gmail.com

Time: 7.30pm
Venue: Phoenix Room
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Upcoming in July - Social Outing
Saturday 1st July 2017 - Mountain Bike Outing
Our July outing will be July 1st viewing a downhill mountain bike event, Fox Rollercoaster Round 4 at Ourimbah.
This should be great for Sports Photography, and also opportunity to practice those tracking techniques.
Approx. just over an hour from Sydney
Take the F3 from Sydney, take the Wyong turnoff, turn left and follow the road to the T junction. Turn left towards Yarramalong
for a couple of km's and Red Hill road will be on your left as you come down the first hill.
This event is out in the bush, following the course of the downhill. A popular mountain bike event with a large number of competitors. Suggest you prepare for a day out in the bush and travel light.
More details to follow closer to the event.
Please go to the Clubs event page to register. Registration is required so that we know which members are s coming and for notification of any late changes.
Thanks to Ian Moore for information on this event.

http://www.rockytrailentertainment.com/events/Rollercoaster-location.html
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Tuesday 27th June 2017- Competition Night
Digital Closes: 25th June 2017
Judge: Club Members

The set subject for this month is “Contrasts”

Example of contrasting colours.
Today’s world is more diverse and versatile than it has ever been before.
It is full of contrasting colours, shapes, behaviours, different lifestyles and
life standards. We may not always notice all the contrasting things around
us, but we as photographers should pay extra attention to them. For those
who enjoy doing street or social photography this is paramount.
The contrast noticed by the photographer makes or breaks the street image. A keen eye and an open heart help a photographer to notice and capture the most contrasting moments of modern society.
For this competition you must show two or more contrasting elements in a
single image. This can be the obvious contrast between black and white,
man and woman, young and old or rich and poor but there are many more
examples.
Allowed are images with contrasting subjects, design elements, colours,
strong contrasts in a black and white image. Just use your imagination and
make sure the contrast is obvious to the viewer [or judge] when looking at
the image without prior knowledge of the situation or event.

World of Happy Colours
downloaded from colour-rainbow.tumbler.com
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An example of a street photography image with contrasts is for
instance this image of an old woman begging in front of a fashionable boutique.

Urban Contrasts by
Edmondo Senatore

An example of a high contrast black and white portrait
image is shown right. The contrast is in the woman’s
light skin and the solid black background. The slight Scurve adds to the appeal of the image.

Title and author unknown
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 Castle St,
Castle Hill
PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Viewpoint Contributions
Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email them to:
editor@chrslphotographyclub.org
Articles could include:
Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photo-shoots,
awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and Lecture reports,
recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 50 - 80kb.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by the
20th of the month.

President:

Lecture Organiser:

Training Coordinator:

Jason Pang

Rick Logan

Bob Cook

president@chrslphotographyclub.org

lecture@chrslphotographyclub.org

training@chrslphotographyclub.org

Vice President:

Competition Coordinator:

Membership Secretary:

Roger King

Peter O’Brien

Michael Schwarcz

vpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

competition@chrslphotographyclub.org

membersec@chrslphotographyclub.org

Immediate Past President:

Social Coordinator:

Enquiries Officer:

Graham Gard

Tom Brassil

Mary Spence

pastpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

social@chrslphotographyclub.org

enquiries@chrslphotographyclub.org

Treasurer:

Member Benefits Coordinator:

Mal Hobson

Paul Sweatman

Magazine Editor:

treasurer@chrslphotographyclub.org

benefits@chrslphotographyclub.org

Rosa Doric (Chief)

Secretary:

Publicity Coordinator:

Dennis Furini

Amelia Chen

Hazel Hogarth (Deputy)

secretary@chrslphotographyclub.org

publicity@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

DISCLAIMER: No responsibility is accepted by the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club (The Club) for the accuracy of any information contained in the text,
photographs or advertisements in any issues of Viewpoint. Information contained within does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Club, nor does it
infer endorsement by the club.
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